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Masha
Sharoeva
Masha Sharoeva is one of the young
Russian designers whose recognizable
style is balanced between classicism
and avant-gardism. Her clothes, initially conceived as for teenagers, are
now widely welcomed among people
with creative occupations of various
ages who are not afraid to experiment
and who prefer democracy in what
they wear. With a smile, Masha asserts that even her elderly father wears
her clothes with pleasure.
In her collections she manages to
find that amazing balance between
comfort and non-traditionalism, which
makes her clothes easily distinguishable. In creating her designs, Masha
is led by fleeting images and unclear
childhood memories, as well as by
her feelings about fabrics, shapes, and
lines. Her first collection, “Postal,” for
example, is inspired by somewhat faded photographs dating back through
the twentieth century.
Regardless of the date of their creation, however, her works are easily
combined with one other and also with
many other clothes, giving the wearer
an emancipated and aristocratically
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sloppy appearance. Her clothes
thereby manage to underline and
supplement the individuality of
their owners without being too
conspicuous; the style remains
discreet and not aggressive.
Though they hang shapelessly
on hangers, Masha’s designs are
revived on people, quickly gaining significance and becoming
full of sense. Often, her clothing
sits equally well on both males
and females. Her collections are
distinguished by an originality
of pattern and are characterized
by unconventional combinations of various fabrics and color
solutions. The designer prefers
natural fabrics: different types
of leather, fur, wool, and cotton. “The most common thing
about my clients is that they
are not afraid to be remarkable
against a background of the general mass,” says Masha. Working
mostly with private clients (wellknown pop singers and actors,
for example), she also creates
stage costumes, some of which
include those of the “Theatre of
Russian Songs of Nadezhda Babkina“ and “Muzhiki” ensembles.
Barely 27, Masha created the
costumes for the starring hero-
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ine in a movie by Dzhanik
Fayziev, Turkish Gambit.
She also worked on the costumes for Ulyana Shilkina’s
comedy The Equator. In her
opinion, creating costumes is
an activity very different from
designing fashion clothes,
for in designing costumes an
even greater ability to feel the
mood of a character and the
spirit of a particular time is
required. This new direction
of activity has absorbed the
designer and resulted in parallels in her own collections.
As a painter-designer, Masha
also collaborates with other
movie companies and advertising agencies.
The designer has always
had rich experience in music and pictorial art. Masha
is an heiress of the renowned
music family Rubinstein and
has had uncompleted higher
musical education in a violin class. At the age of 21
the young woman suddenly
understood that painting was
her real passion. “It seems to
me that this is fate,” says Masha. The desire to paint was
so strong that, practically

realized as a musician, she
took on the difficult decision to abandon her training
in the musical academy and
to continue her education at
the Moscow State Academic
Institute Surikov, instead. She
was taught in a private studio by Professor A. Volkov.
Remembering that difficult
step, Masha is thankful to her
parents and to her friends for
the support. Once she managed to realize herself as a
painter, it occurred to her to
try clothing design as well,
and thus she found herself
in the Fashion Laboratory of
Vyacheslav Zaitsev.
Becoming excited before
the entrance examinations,
Masha kept telling herself:
“If I am admitted, this means
that I have some skills.” At
the examinations she submitted her works - graphics,
painting and... not even one
sketch of clothing! Zaitsev
the “designer” initially refused her application, but
Zaitsev “the painter” then
managed to see in her a talented master - an artist who
simply needed a shot at de-
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signing clothes and therefore should be admitted based on her other talents. And so
she was. Shortly after graduating, having
acquired experience also in Copenhagen,
in “Saga Furs of Scandinavia,” and having
gained high acclaim at many Russian and
international competitions for designers,
Masha became a lecturer at the Laboratory.

Nowadays, Masha is a young clothing designer who has been named among
the five best start-ups at Russian Fashion
Week. In 2004 the Masha Sharoeva boutique was solemnly inaugurated, enabling
her to meet personally with her clients on
her own site.
As a former musician and painter by
heart, Masha still listens with pleasure to
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the music of Chaykovski, Shostakovich,
and Shnitke, and enjoys being alone in
uninhabited museum halls, admiring
the work of Russian painters Serov and
Korovin. “I also like Russian humor and
friendship, the broadness of the Russian soul,” says Masha. “I love Russia
because of the unique mix of various
cultures - it is a place where it has become difficult to pinpoint what primordial ‘Russian’ is.”
The designer states that “Taste is definitely something innate; it is either a natural part of you, or not.” Nevertheless,
Masha enjoys the fact that Russia has
become more and more flexibly stylish
- that is, people seem to care less about
labels or about the country where a particular piece of clothing has been made.
Thus, they strive for individuality and selfexpression through clothing, and thereby
Russian designers are beginning to create
pieces that are more and more comparable or even superior to those made in
Western countries. Not too long ago, people would go to reviews of Russian designers inspired by plain curiosity; today,
however, those same people prefer buying clothes that have been designed and
manufactured locally. Masha, therefore,
has begun to believe that “Nowadays, it
has just become a matter of prestige for
a Russian designer’s clothes to appear in
the Western world of fashion.”
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Fashion Week, where her shows constantly fill halls overcrowded with viewers. The
designer creates not only clothes but also
shoes and accessories that have also sold
successfully in Moscow boutiques. Articles
about her works have appeared in international magazines including the Italian
Collezioni and American Vogue, L’Officiel,
Elle, etc. In addition, the young designer’s
dream to open her own House of Fashion
is close to implementation.

Nevertheless, each beginner in the industry faces a number of problems and Masha has not been an exception. She shares
that she has had great trouble finding initial
capital to finance her projects. And hiring
reliable personnel has always been a major
challenge in the industry.
Currently, Masha Sharoeva is a permanent participant in the most large-scale
week of fashion in Eastern Europe, Russian
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Masha Tsigal
The designer Masha Tsigal entered the
fashion world from the newly established
Bohemian circle of the post-Perestroika
nineties. She was born into the famous
artistic family Tsigal-Birstein, but, rather
than become a painter herself, she headed out in a different direction. During her
childhood, Masha liked most to experiment with the clothes belonging to her
mother, who always dressed well, even
during the hardest years.
During Masha’s youth, the term “fashion show” was practically unknown in
the former USSR. Instead, there were socalled “art-projects”: collections of avantgarde, often impractical clothes, the main
purpose of which was the development
of common ideas until they became absurd. The only way to make a profit with
such projects was by selling them to night
clubs for entertainment. Masha’s first collections were of this type and were made
exclusively of melted vinyl records and
organic glass with silver ornaments.
Despite her parents’ scepticism, Masha managed to make use of the endless
fun and performances in the clubs: she
met famous Russian Bohemians and received a proposal to work as a stylist for
music videos and movies. At that difficult
time, Masha did not pull clothes from.
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boutiques or show rooms for her clients but
rather combined apparel and accessories
from their personal wardrobes. She did it
so masterly that spectators believed the artists’ clothes were specially made.
In 1996 Masha introduced her first
“wearable” collection. The garments were
richly decorated with the designer’s favorite
tacky ornaments: kittens, sailors, and prin-

cesses, etc. The collection that followed,
“Exhibitionists,” was presented on a newly
built city bridge in Moscow. Afterward, the
Moscow press covered the event exuberantly, stating that “if the bridge had fallen,
Moscow would have been deprived of all
its celebrities.” This collection fell into the
prêt-à-porter canon and Masha received
many orders. The difficult part was that the
orders then had to be produced, and there
was no money. It’s very expensive to outsource production to small factories and
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workshops. But the designer unexpectedly discovered the perfect solution: Theatrical tailors who had not received salaries for a long time agreed
to do the job for much less money.
“That is what makes me different from
other designers,” says Masha. “They
came into fashion from the former
Soviet ateliers, while I came from the
real art-life.”
Her next collection was created
entirely in black, in part because of
the lack of other materials and in part
because Moscow’s Bohemians were
very keen about the Gothic style at
that time. Soon, the designer began to
distribute small lines of her clothing to
well-known boutiques.
By that time, Masha was already
fed up with making art for art’s sake.
Moreover, she was a bit confused
about her purpose and path in life; she
didn’t yet know whether she was an
artist, a stylist, or a designer. The desire to discover herself brought Masha
to the London College of Fashion’s
Fashion-Marketing Department. Masha received two grants: an educational one from the British Government
and a Royal book waiver. Life in London was not easy, given money problems and life in student hostels; however, Masha finally found her place.
She began working as an assistant.
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to Sandra Rhodes, and thus learned to cut
and sew. Later she became an assistant to a
corset master, Mr. Pearl, in creating objects
for Thierry Mugler’s collections.
In 2000 Smirnoff announced a competition for its advertising campaign of the
Bloody Mary. Masha immediately submitted
a collection made of nude-colored suede
with slashes and cuts, with red beads representing drops of blood leaking out of the
openings. Smirnoff gave her the grant.
After completing her education, Masha
had to make a choice: to stay in London or
to return to Moscow. She found the second
choice more promising and interesting. “All
the tasks that I wanted to accomplish in London were fulfilled. I learned a lot, and understood what I wanted to do in my life. A
new life and new people have appeared in
Moscow, whereas the influx used to be bandits and drug addicts...” And so she decided
to return to her homeland.
At the time, Moscow was very demanding and one had to work hard and often. The
London corset theme served as inspiration
for Masha’s “Mania Tsigal” collection, which
was devoted to the manias of the twentieth
century: megalomania, delusions of grandeur, nymphomania, and kleptomania. Striptease girls walked onstage in dresses with
laced, semi-transparent corsets. The collection, having been created by a woman, startled everyone with its very masculine view
of female beauty. Masha’s next collection,.
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“Forever Love,” related to female sex appeal
and was presented during Russian Fashion
Week. Masha was then accepted by the Russian Artists Council.
Here, she started the realization of ideas
borne in London. The collections became
more commercial, created in accordance
with her customers’ tastes. An audience was
chosen - namely young, energetic people who
live in the megalopolises and have a sportsfilled life and distinct goals. Masha’s favorite
materials then were velvet, jersey, and velveteen. The main themes of her collections are
sex appeal, sports, and pop culture.
One of the newer collections that Masha
has put together is entitled “Triple X,” implemented in a sporty style. The collection is
characterized by colors such as black, grey,
white, pink, and light blue, and is filled with
appliqués and hand-made embroideries.
This is the first of Masha’s collections that
sold out quickly in the shops.
The spring-summer collection “Five Stars”
also became very popular. It was a take on
R&B and consisted of vests and sports suits
with inscriptions like “Respect” and details
including marijuana leaves embroidered
in gold. The designs in this collection have
been sold in the Moscow boutiques Podium
and E-Life as successfully as designs by Dolce & Gabbana. In 2003 Masha found herself
listed among the year’s best designers and
she registered the brand Masha Tsigal Design International.
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Travels to Japan
have also had great
influence on the designer’s work. Another
newer collection contains fluffy jackets and
sporty suits, samurai
men’s skirts and jackets, and jeans and vests
with manga-comics on
them. Afterward, Masha became fascinated
by the positive magical
symbols, pentagrams,
symbols of eternity,
and rituals. Each of
the five elements - air,
earth, fire, water, and
ether - are represented
in this collection, with
corresponding colors
to distinguish them. In
addition, the collection combines the energy of the megalopolis
with symbols of kabbalah, interpreting it in a
sporty, Gothic style.
Simultaneous with
designing, Masha creates costumes for the
musicians of Diskoteka
Avaria, Dima Bilan,
Decal, and MTV DJs,
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as well as for the groups B-2 and TATU.
It is Masha who created the “schoolgirl”
image for the pop stars Lena and Yuliya,
with short skirts and vests with hand-made
screen-printing.
In addition, Masha Tsigal takes part in
the advertising campaigns of many different
commercial brands: Rexona Crystal, Absolut Fusion, Miller, and Samsung. Masha’s
client list includes Whitney Houston, who,
at the time of her Moscow tour, bought

five velvet sport suits from the designer’s
brand and wanted personally to meet Masha. After seeing Masha’s clothes at a party,
Prince Albert of Monaco ordered some of
the same made for him. A special suit was
later presented to the prince as a gift.
Masha Tsigal’s clothing is sold in the Podium boutique alongside brands like Jean
Paul Gaultier, Balenciaga, Viviene Westwood, and Helmut Lang.
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Max
Chernitsov
Maxim Chernitsov is one of the most
prominent and interesting figures of the
young generation of Russian fashion designers. He is known to possess a multitalented personality that has established
him as a well-known designer, artist, and
philologist. The young designer’s work is
filled with irony and originality and strongly emphasizes individual style and an unprecedented unwillingness to follow the
Western world’s established norms and
authorities in the fashion industry. The
comic elements and deliberate luxury of
Maxim’s clothing is combined with a simple yet comfortable cut that fits the body
perfectly and makes it appropriate for everyday wear. All of these features, together
with an impeccable sewing quality, have
created a remarkable image for his brand.
His biggest patrons are intelligent and demanding artists and students. Moreover,
just a few years since the foundation of his
brand, the 27-year old Maxim is the only
Russian designer whose clothes are sold in
TSUM, the analog of Bergdorf Goodman in
Moscow, alongside world-famous brands
such as Dolce & Gabbana, Alexander McQueen, and so on.
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How has it been possible for an ordinary
philologist from the suburbs to become
an extremely successful designer and very
prominent figure in the fashion world? In
answering this question, Maxim states that
he has felt like a designer since high school,
when he secretly used to draw sketches of
clothing in his school notebook. He has
graduated with a degree in history, which,
he says, has helped him immensely in his

lifetime. In his own words: “The education
here was quite complex and demanding
and our teachers always taught us to think
globally.” Concurrent with full-time studying, Maxim became a main ideological inspirer in the festival of avant-garde fashion,
which takes place in his hometown, Magnitogorsk.
Later in life, he took part in many contests for young fashion designers and in
2001 won second place in the Russian final
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of the Smirnoff International Fashion Awards competition. In addition, he won an award
for his collection “Pushkin Fever,” in which young male models wore dress-coats with
low necklines, magnificent fluffy sleeves, shirtfronts, and triple bow-ties. While participating in many contests as a designer, Maxim managed also to present his dissertation on the
topic of “Literature Manifestos of the Russian Avant-garde Writers in the Beginning of the
Twentieth Century.” Here is how Maxim sees the connection between his humanitarian
studies and fashion: “My literature studies have helped me to remain focused on the image in its integrity and stay away from being lost in pretty details and insignificancies.”
The press noticed the young designer from Magnitogorsk and, in part, contributed to
his rise from a young student with an unusual hobby to a great professional in the fashion
field. With some help from his friends, Maxim managed to move to Moscow, where he
laid the foundations of his fashion line Max Chernitsov in 2003. In the meantime, he also
worked with the female fashion line Kokogem Gallery and became a member of the creative agency Husky Promotions.
After the debut of Maxim’s first collection, Russian Vogue named him the “main jester
of Russian fashion.” The press noticed the strong concept and grotesque undertone of the
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collections as main features of the brand. The young designer’s style is described as eclectic, sexual, and ironical. His clothes contain drawings and inscriptions; they embrace
historical and cultural exploration.
Maxim’s great success began with his spring-summer collection, “Homocosmodromo”
(“the space man”), which was presented in 2004. The collection embodied the spirit of
the Russian cosmic expansion during the 1960s. Sources of inspiration were the first satellite launched in open space and the first living creatures ever to reach the orbit of the
Earth: the dogs Belka and Strelka. Among other things that have influenced Maxim in his
work are photographs and articles about Yuri Gagarin, Valentina Tereshkova - the first
woman in space - and other famous astronauts of that time, as well as numerous postage
stamps on the topic, memorabilia, etc.
The collection, distinguished by a highly athletic character, consists of jackets resembling astronaut suits (Maxim has spent a lot of time studying the details of authentic space
outfits), track-and-field sweatpants and shirts, and stylized life vests. The clothes are accessorized by carry-on bags and backpacks that resemble parachutes and space satellites,
and the metallic-color shoes are almost a carbon copy of the ones that astronauts wear.
The t-shirts are decorated with emblems which proudly carry the name of the Russian-
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American space program: “Apollo-Soyuz”. Maxim states that even people from the United States
come to buy his t-shirts with chevrons that read
“Gagarin 1961” and “Tereshkova 1963.”
Undoubtedly, some of his t-shirts have become quite popular, particularly the ones that
carry signs such as “Komsomolskaya PRADA”
(Komsomol was a political organization of the
youngsters in the former Soviet Union, and
PRADA, a well-known fashion brand, is a word
play on the Russian word “pravda,” which
means “truth”). Other well-known chevrons include “Kuchi Gucci” (literally meaning “Piles
of Gucci” in Russian) and “Vivienne Fastfood.”
Regardless of the significant price, fashion fans
paid $70 for each shirt, literally clearing them off
the shelves in days. These clothes have enabled
Maxim to catch the national spirit, mixed with
a gentle irony toward the idolatry of the universally recognized standards.
“La Dolce Vita” is another collection of Maxim’s that has become highly renowned. With an
undertone of “sweet Italy,” this collection has
been inspired by Fellini’s movies, the fuss of filming, and the grotesquely gorgeous Italian actors
from the 1950s. The designer uses vintage-like
checked and striped fabrics and herring-bones
as well as chamois and stockinet in various compound hues. The models are dressed in tight-fit
jackets, pencil-skirts, cigarette pants, shortened
men’s jackets and coats with soft lining. Other
interesting finds are the striped baggy pants, the
white collars, the striped sailors’ vests, and the
“soccer-hooligan” shirts. Equally extravagant are
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the accessories to the collection - foppish peacock-like bowties and shirtfronts. The female
garments, on the other hand, are characterized
by surprisingly low necklines, marvelous fur
edgings, and ball-shaped buttons. Regardless of
these extravagant features, if one takes the deliberate tinsel and theatrical ostentatious-ness
away from the clothing line, it becomes very
simple attire, suitable for everyday use. This
particular mix of extravagance and simplicity
makes Maxim’s clothes successful - both audiences and buyers are content and happy.
In Maxim’s own words: “Designing clothes
that will just be hanging on the store-hangers
does not make any sense for me. Even though I
consider my approach to fashion as very utilitarian, I love to add some spice to my shows.”
Currently, the Max Chernitsov clothing lines
are manufactured in two departments. One of
them is an experimental division, where clothing samples are being developed. The other
division is a so-called “industrial” department
where the mass production takes place.
Maxim has built a team of professionals in
which everyone does his or her job flawlessly
while the designer himself controls all stages of
the production process. Maxim’s collections include both male and female lines, and the shows
have been covered by some of the best fashion
and entertainment magazines: Vogue, Elle, W,
Maxim, Playboy, and the Financial Times. Furthermore, his clothes are sold on the shelves of
four of the most reputable fashion stores in Moscow: Coco Jam, COX, Marki, and TSUM.
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Natalia
Naftalieva
In Natalia Naftalieva’s opinion, fashion is a designer’s art which is, to some
extent, related to many other fields, such
as theater, music, fine art, the plastic
arts, and motion. In fashion, Naftalieva
is attracted by the great possibilities of
experimentation both in the creation of
clothing and in its presentation - i.e. the
shows, reviews, and performances. “Designer - this is simultaneously a sculptor,
an architect, a painter, a graphic artist,
and a director,” says Natalia.
Although many people envisioned
the young designer as a brilliant architect, at the age of twelve Natalia realized that what she wanted was to create clothes. During her student years
she presented her first collections in
international contests and at festivals
in Belgium and in the Baltic region.
She first created clothing for teenagers; this slightly resembled school uniforms and Viking costumes. Later on,
the designer formed her own style and
shape, which has become highly feminine and playful.
In 1989 Natalia organized a Theatre of Fashion and in 1992 she creat-
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ed her own House of Fashion. Later,
she also registered the trademark of
Natalia Naftalieva and her first trademarked collection of evening dresses
and wedding gowns of leather was
presented in Paris, in the International
Hall of Leather. In the mid ’90s Natalia, while managing her House of
Fashion, collaborated with the Moscow government in the preparation
and holdings of Moscow’s 850th anniversary celebration. In 1997 Natalia
Naftalieva and the Russian National
Television channel TV-6 presented a
new joint project, Line TV-6 by Natalia Naftalieva, where the new designer’s line was advertised by television
stars and famous actors and spread all
over the country. A year later the Volverin World Wide Corporation chose
Natalia’s House of Fashion to build
the image of its brands Hush Puppies
and Caterpillar on the Russian fashion
market.
Natalia Naftalieva is the first Russian designer to have been admitted,
in 2001, by the Secretarial Promozione
Moda Italia for participation in prêt-àporter week in Milan, along with leading Italian and French designers. Now
Natalia has become a permanent participant there for the past five years. Besides at the traditional places, Natalia’s
collections have been presented at the
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prestigious Johnattan Club in Los Angeles,
at the Harvard Club and at the National
Arts Club in New York, and at the Cultural
Center of the Russian Embassy in Washington, D.C.
Currently Natalia dresses participants
of the Teffi TV festival and the international Kinotavr Film Festival, while also
collaborating with leading TV channels
and Moscow theaters. Her list of clients
includes the Olympic committee of Russia, the Moscow town hall, the Sibirean
oil company, Mobile Telesystems, and
many others. Most of Natalia’s clients and
friends are renowned representatives of
show business and famous businessmen.
Although the client list is substantial
and ever-growing, the designer represents her collections in an unconventional manner - not pretentiously and flamboyantly, but informally, sometimes even
provocatively. “I think that art has to move
towards the future,” says Natalia. “That is
why I strive to make my shows not the
way they are supposed to be, but the
way I want them to be. I think that such
kind of approach - innovative and sincere - is necessary in the modern creative
world.” For example, the decor for one
of her shows in New York was formed by
wall graffiti, fast food packaging, waste.
containers, and numerous New York
Times scraps. In addition, among her
models one might see a tramp walking
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despondently, searching for usable
litter directly under the spectators’
feet. In contrast, the background
of her other collection in the show
was graced by silver pyramids and
extraterrestrial landscapes.
Ethnic colorful imagery and historical excursions meet in many of
Natalia’s collections: “Egypt,” “Israel,” “Moscow Russia,” “Russian
Glamour,” “On the way to Shambala,” and so on. Nevertheless, these
collections are a representation
of the designer’s own viewpoint,
revelations, and dreams, unlike
the usual employment of elements
of national costumes in modern
clothing. “I don’t like to only quote
historical costumes - may the past
be kept in cinema or in museums.
That is why antiquity art is very familiar to me; its forms emphasize
the natural grace of the human
body. My sketches, likewise, are
based on lines, which show the human being - the best and the most
perfect creation. We - people of art
- are only the earthly personnel of
what God has created,” says Natalia. Perhaps this is the reason why
the thinnest silk and the mesh-like
material, which make models’ figures slightly transparent, are the
designer’s favorite fabrics.
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The work of Natalia Naftalieva is recognizable by its combination of graphics, minimalism, and a plethora of designs. Natalia
calls her style “neo-grunge,” thus incarnating this trend in her clothes. In her pieces,
she often includes details that are considered
“non-modern,” or “un-trendy” for the time,
as if specifically to emphasize the fact that
her clothes are timeless. Natalia experiments
boldly. It is difficult to find a unified line in
her collections - one show can reveal Oriental beauties, Russian court ladies before the
October revolution, post-socialist kitsch, and
cosmic themes. Her clothes are irrational and
generally unclassifiable. In her own words: “I
only strive to make my collections beautiful.
I have always wanted to play with colors and
texture.”
The muse of the designer is, at the same
time, free, cosmopolitan, elegant, and spontaneous. Nina Hagen, as well as Björk and
Madonna, appear as incarnations of Natalia’s
style. The designer herself wears torn jeans,
sport sweaters, and tank tops, considering
these clothes ideal for everyday life.
For many years Natalia Naftalieva’s House
of Fashion has had the reputation of a solvent working company and has occupied a
stable place on the Russian market. Natalia’s
clothes, especially those made of the finest
Italian leather, greatly interest Western buyers. In the near future, Natalia plans to open
her own boutique in downtown Moscow, on
Tsvetnoi Boulevard.
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Natasha
Drigant
Here we introduce you to the work of Natasha
Drigant, a talented Russian designer who not only
succeeded in the establishment of her own fashion
house, but moreover did so at a time when the serious and keen competitive nature of the nascent
fashion market made it all the more challenging to
achieve such success. Today, Natasha participates
in the High Fashion Weeks of Paris and Milan,
where she is routinely admired for her sophisticated
designs and immaculate lines, and fashion experts
are consistently engrossed by her ingenuity.
Once upon a time, however, Natasha Drigant
was just a tiny, delicate girl from faraway Yakutsk.
Siberia is not much of an inspiration for young designers. Severe and thrifty people live in this land
of permafrost in the far North, and for them clothing is almost exclusively a practical matter.
But even these severe people love beauty, and,
by virtue of this love, support the visual arts; some
of Siberia’s most advanced musical and dancing
institutions for children are located in Yakutsk.
As a child, Natasha attended ballet school, and
upon achieving significant success in this sphere
was invited to study choreography at the worldfamous Bolshoi. She and her family moved to
Moscow. It is often surmised by critics that it is
her background in dance that lends her fashion
designs their lightness and airiness, visual qualities she also looks for in her models.
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But Natasha’s real girlhood passion was drawing. She especially liked to portray beautiful ladies
dressed luxuriously, and when she was seventeen she
realized that her chief ambition was to create clothes.
However, to enter an academy of textile one had to
possess an artistic education, and this Natasha did
not have. But being a talented and persistent girl she practiced her drawing technique every day - she
assimilated a few-year art course within only four
months. After one year of study at the local academy,
Natasha was invited to study in Paris, at the Ecole
de Mode Internationale, the International School of
Fashion known all over the world.
In Paris as a young woman, Natasha discovered that
her family name Drigant was of French origin (and in
fact that her great-grandfather had the distinction of
having been the first French aircraft pilot). Five years
of studying in Paris earned Natasha a long-awaited Agrade diploma with a specialization in haute couture.
A probationary apprenticeship with the Nina Ricci and
Torrente fashion houses followed. Then Natasha proceeded to Christian Dior and a victory in “The Young
Modelers Bordeaux Jeune Creatures and Paris International de Chamber Sindical Jeune Creature,” where
Natasha Drigant from Russia represented France!
In 1997 Natasha decided to return to Russia. Her
aspiration was for Russian women to wear her uncommon and beautiful clothing. But in the years she
spent as a young designer abroad, Russia had essentially and unrecognizably changed. New business
trends and the changing economy had given rise to
instability and uncertainty.
Natasha strayed, abandoning her professional profile for two years, but still piously believing that she
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would someday realize her dream. Today Natasha smiles when she reflects on these two years,
which she acknowledges as a period of character-strengthening and mounting determination.
In 1999, Natasha launched her ND (Natasha Drigant) label and Fashion House with
the help of her father, Vladimir Drigant, who
undertook all of the administrative and financial work. Her first collection was exhibited
in the Kremlin with the participation of ballerina-models; it was an enormously grand event
for Moscow, and Natasha’s clothes sold out in
the city’s chain of Sadko Arkada boutiques in
record time.
In 2000, Natasha elected to hold her second
showcase in the Saint Daniel monastery, requiring that benediction from the Russian Orthodox Church Patriarch Alexy II be received.
The showcase was to be held outside, which it
was - preceded and followed by a pelting rain
that serendipitously gave way to nice weather
for the duration of the exhibition only.
In the same year, having been invited to partake in prestigious Russian Fashion Week, Drigant exhibited her first haute couture collection.
Each year since 2001 the ND Fashion House
has issued a prêt-à-porter de lux collection.
The young designer bursts with new ideas.
The collection showcases are presented with a
swinging, grandiose furor in the Marriott Hotel
and the Bolshoi Theatre. Natasha even brings a
new factor into visional perception: scent.
In 2002 ND established its own boutique,
another post-French achievement. The design-
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er created new collections. Her style became
more and more recognizable, evolving to
have a more personal and unique view. Her
lines became regulated and new contacts
with manufacturers of textiles and accessories began to appear.
In 2003 Natasha showed her new collection at High Fashion Week in Moscow as an
embodiment of her inner state and attitude toward her profession. The models appeared on
the podium in masks designed according to
Italian traditions. After the appearance of the
evening dress with décolleté not only at the
breast but even at the back part of the model, the European editions called Natasha the
“Russian John Galliano.” This showcase was
extreme indeed. The night before Natasha suffered a catastrophe. She was in a car wreck;
her face was badly hurt by the windscreen and
her ribs and a leg were broken. Relatives and
friends tried to persuade the designer to withdraw her participation in the show. But she
escaped from the hospital and the same night
arranged matters with makeup artists and had
her broken bones set in casts. When, the next
day, after her showcase, the audience burst
into applause and screamed Dri-gant! Dri-gant!
Dri-gant! Natasha braced herself and stepped
up to the podium. Nobody noticed her damaged face; the makeup artists had thoroughly
disguised her bruises and scratches. Natasha
stood up with all her might and fainted soon
after she left the podium.
People are faced with trials, and those who
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stand up through their misfortunes eventually are
rewarded. This particular moment determined for
Natasha a confidant heyday. She met professional
recognition. No longer was she merely a young and
promising designer. Clothes designed by Natasha
Drigant under the ND brand now held prestige
among politicians, oligarchs, and stars.
In 2004 Natasha presented a new idea: a modest,
silk-quilted jacket with mink padding. Clients hoping to buy this pioneer item proved to be too many.
From this moment onward ND admirers multiplied
among Europeans. Italian, Spanish, German, and
French women began traveling to Moscow just for
a fitting at Natasha’s workshop.
2004 was marked by another important event in
Natasha’s life: the birth of the ND Empire’s heir,
Natasha’s son, Velis Drigant. As a young mother
Natasha was often torn between the baby’s crib and
her workshop, and as a result the crib was moved
into the workshop. The next Drigant collection was
approved as one of the most elegant in the world,
ordered by 118 leading Russian and European boutiques even before the official sale date.
What was now a family business continued to
grow. And yet even relatives were not aware of Natasha’s next idea. She enigmatically smiled and said
she wanted to attain absolute harmony in clothing
and therefore needed to combine human essence
with the origins of harmony. What is that? We will
find it out only when the next showcase is presented. But there is more than just “clothing” to our
narration about this tiny, delicate girl from faraway
Yakutsk, now a princess in the fashion world. As
Natasha says: “It’s just the beginning!”
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Nina Donis
The challenging, daring, and unpredictable Russian label “Nina Donis”
has won the recognition of the Russian
and European public. The clothes’ design is conceptual and simple at the
same time. Virtually worshipped, Nina
Donis’s youth fashions have gained
a special popularity in Great Britain,
where they are renowned for their tendency to flabbergast the public. The
designers behind the label became so
popular that the British Fashion Council invited them to produce the final
show at London Fashion Week. These
artists maintain that their intention
is not to shock the public, but rather
simply to re-imagine and accentuate
the most remarkable of twentieth century clothes.
Nina Neretina, Russian native of
the Voronezh region, and Donis Pouppis, a Cypriote who came to Russia
to study fashion and design, became
acquainted when they were both firstyear students at the Moscow Textile
Academy, in 1987. These two young
and gifted students discovered that
they had common taste and style, and
from that discovery forward they have
designed clothes together for nearly
twenty years. After graduation from
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In 2000 Nina and Donis were the only
Russian designers to take part in the London
Designers’ Exhibition at London Fashion
Week. In the spring of 2001 they presented
their autumn/winter collection “Yura,” in
honor of the fortieth anniversary of Yuriy
Gagarin’s space flight. At the young designers’ contest Hyeres, in France, the same collection won an honorary prize as the best
men’s and women’s fashion collection.

the Academy the couple went to Cyprus,
but returned to Moscow soon afterward,
convinced that it was in Russia that their
creativity was in the greatest demand. In
1996, at Moscow’s Albo-Moda Festival,
the designers presented their first “Boom”
collection. A jury headed by Olivier Lapidus and Dirk Bikkembergs awarded them
first place. It was then that they established
the Nina Donis brand and began to create
high-quality designer clothes of the prêt-àporter de lux class.
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One of the first of the couple’s commercial collections to impress the Western
public was “Poppy,” distinguished by its
poppy flower applications. Unbuttoned,
untied, and riding low on their models,
the garments gave a general impression of
carelessness and flippancy heightened by
dead-pan, inane expressions on the boys’
faces and flower diadems on the girls’
heads. Black-tie ensembles and dresses in
classic colors were decorated with cheeky
pink, emerald, and blue stripes. The ladies’ wear included elements like balloon
sleeves, bows, and pleated skirts; some
of the men’s shirts had balloon sleeves as
well. Finely spun knitted pullovers and tshirts with colored stripes of varying widths
optically expanding the upper body were
a big hit, and the designers’ little joke were
shorts worn over trousers. Nina and Donis
confessed that when designing this collection they were inspired by “country wear”;
however, rather than copy traditional folk
style, they aimed to express a general mood
of simplicity, freedom, and impartiality.
Nina Donis’s winter/autumn 2005-06
collection, which seems to include every
possible discovery and whim, has greatly
excited the British public and attracted an
enormous audience at Russian Fashion
Week, in Moscow, where audience members climbed up television towers, doubled
up on chairs, and stood in the aisles. The
collection consists of satin evening dresses,.
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classic shirts, back- and belly- revealing
tops, shaggy shawls, originally detailed
jackets, tight-fitting jeans, wind-breakers,
and even down-feather coats made of the
non-woven innovation Thinsulate. The
show was accompanied by the bluster of a
“snowstorm,” artificially precipitating from
above the catwalk. The models, not always
dressed for this weather, courageously resisted the merciless “gusts” and “snowfall.”

Not everyone appreciates Nina Donis’s
designs. Wearing one of their masterpieces
is like breaking the rules - a bit like dressing
negligently, in five minutes, without regard
for the matching of fabrics, styles, or colors
- and yet the result is unique and stylish.
Wearing Nina Donis will draw mocking
looks and disapproval from old ladies.
These clothes are re-considered classics
that require a non-typical understanding of
beauty and harmony. They do not have any
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quarters was a small apartment in Sadovoe
Koltso cluttered with different artifacts of
the Soviet epoch. Now the designers have
their own studio, and more than forty people are involved in the collection-making
process. There are, of course, Nina and
Donis themselves, as well as their friends
and like-minded people, and only then

stiffness, arrogance, or vulgar sexuality.
The designers endeavor to avoid any
kind of pretence and complexity, while
at the same time their clothes remain
conceptual. “We always try to make
our clothes in such a way that the result
looks spontaneous and unexpected, as
if we created and sewed them just yesterday,” Nina says.
In the beginning Nina Donis’s head-
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collaborators and partners; “If we are to
choose between friendship and partnership, we’ll choose friendship,” they say.
Nina and Donis believe their team-work
has many advantages: they search together
for new moods and inspiration, exchange
ideas, and help one another. Without any
preoccupation with their success, Nina and
Donis live and dress simply and are very
sociable. Having a good sense of humor,
they fit easily into any company. Fashion
is a pleasure for them; they are guided by
their sense, creative intuition, and a desire
to please their public. They are creators but
not businesspeople, and yet - or perhaps
because of this - their creativity draws a
commercial fortune.
Nina Donis has won the international
Smirnoff contest twice, as well as multiple Designer of the Year titles in Russia.
The team successfully shows its seasonal
collections on catwalks in Russia, England, Switzerland, Italy, and France, and
has participated several times in London
Fashion Week. Nina and Donis have also
designed an exclusive collection of accessories for animals, for the Cezar and Sheba
trademarks. And theirs is the only label to
be included in Fashion Now, a book about
the world’s most important designers published by the British magazine i-D in 2003.
Nina Donis’s clothes are available for sale
in Russia, Italy, Great Britain, Korea, and
the United States.
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Oleg Naumov
Oleg Naumov is searching for his
own path in fashion design. Being a
member of the Russian Designers’ Union and having many years’ experience
in making commercial collections for
big garment factories, he carries out
his creativeness free of mass production standards and norms, under his
own brand, registered in 1999.
A native of Samara, a provincial
Russian city, Oleg has an open-minded view of fashion as well as of its
practicality and destination. In his collections men wear sarafans together
with short trousers, or draped togas;
women wear pink sheepskin coats
and lace mantelets. Familiar luxurious
furs have been transformed by the designer into matted and even slovenly
pieces of clothing, acquiring another
shade and even another meaning, as
though civilized, societal conventions
are of no importance in “real life.”
Oleg’s work can even be admired as
a brief excursus on Russian costume
history, ranging from country quilted
jackets to aristocratic robes in the
Anna Karenina style - all perfectly cut
and unexpectedly supplemented with
numerous modern and functional
pockets.
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Oleg’s collections are mixed, not limited to one style and color, and yet are harmonious. They include combinations of super-fine lace with artificial fur and of streaming
chiffon with leather and wool. In his collections evening elegance is paired with the simplicity of everyday life; strict lines contrast with levity and open-work. All this diversity is
united with one idea: that the modern world and modern life are indeed the mixture of all
sorts of things - of traditions and anarchy, of spirituality and ignorance, of beauty and ugliness, of purity and insanity. Oleg’s collections represent the search for identity, for one’s
“self” amid all this diversity; they inspire the wearer to find his or her own image and state
of mind. Beyond the shadow of a doubt, a “real woman” should subscribe to the pursuit
and manifestation of this self-realized image.
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Oleg Naumov’s creative
activity is recognized not
only by consumers, but also
by professionals. He is the
winner of many Russian and
international fashion contests and festivals; one such
achievement is first place in
one of the most important
young designers’ contests:
Russian Silhouette, in 2000.
Since 1999 Naumov has presented his seasonal prêt-àporter collections every year.
Moreover, Oleg has significant experience in designing
homespun textiles, theatrical
and scenic costumes, and
corporate identities for enterprises and also individual
dressings. His company has
been invited to take part in
the designer clothes contest
Moscow Mayor’s Cup in September 2006, and has also
been commissioned to make
knit-wear collections in cooperation with a German yarn
producing company, Zitron.
Oleg Naumov also develops
his own line of leather and
chamois accessories, and this
fall he is planning to open his
own boutique in Moscow.
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Olesya
Harebina
Meet Olesya Harebina: a young and
talented fashion designer, the winner
of competitions in Moscow and other
cities.
Olesya has dreamed of becoming
a fashion designer ever since childhood. The choice of her future profession has benefited from an art education and, above of all, from her belief
in her dream. From early on Olesya
believed that she would undoubtedly
become a renowned fashion designer
and bring something new and unusual
to the Russian fashion world.
People always make plans for their
lives. Therefore, to say that Olesya
never considered her future would be
paltering. She has always understood
that the important thing is to find realistic goals for yourself and then systematically aspire to achieve them. As
she follows that route, Olesya’s life
seems to have turned out exactly as
she wanted it to.
To transform a plain object into
something beautiful is actually what
creative people do. Olesya believes
that the essence of these people can be
recognized in their ability to notice de-
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tails to which a regular person would not
pay any attention. Typically, people think
pragmatically and thus can hardly see
beauty in something ordinary and common. In order to work as a designer, it is
absolutely necessary to possess a sense
of style and taste. For Olesya, sources
of inspiration are practically everything
around her: the movies she watches, the
historical books she reads, the events she
attends, really any new impressions she
might have. Being a very emotional person, Olesya believes that she gains many
new impressions on a regular basis.
In her collections the temperamental
designer accentuates bright colors, yet
does not make these the distinctive subject. As a garment’s solo feature, bright
colors are applicable only in certain situations - on the stage, for example. Preference in fabrics is given to cotton and
denim; the designer considers these materials noble because they can be easily
processed and are pleasant to work with.
In her clothes, Olesya prefers the
sports-romantic glamour style combined with some historical elements.
For Olesya, the concept of the “fashionable person” does not really possess
any meaning. On the other hand, she
believes that the concept of the “stylish
person” is much more interesting because fashion is a transient idea, whereas style is eternal.
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Laboratory, entrance into which is very difficult because of the large number of people wishing to learn from the well-known
couturier. While studying at the Lab, Olesya took courses in the Ulyanovsk State
University of Liberal Arts, with a major in
Costume Design.
In November 2004, in Moscow, Olesya
Harebina launched her own brand, OLHA,
and since then has called herself a “patriot”
of her own business.

As a young winner of many awards in
the fashion industry, Olesya considers her
most difficult competition to have been
the Russian Silhouette, which, fortunately,
turned out to be the most fortunate of them
all. In September 2004, at the end of the
competition, Olesya was noticed by the
legislator of Russian fashion, Vyacheslav
Zaitsev, and was invited to his Fashion
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In February 2005, in Moscow, Olesya presented a collection inspired by spring and nature motifs in the final phase of the Competition of Fashion Designers, Jeans Russia. The
clothes presented were in bright, juicy colors:
turquoise, olive, orange, red, gentle-green, and
emerald, made from various fabrics and decorated with multi-colored spangles and tresses,
with original pendants and hangers. With this
collection Olesya Harebina won the competition’s Master division. Since then, professionals
in the field highly acclaim Olesya’s works and
nobody currently doubts that a bright future
awaits this girl.
It is commonly believed that it is very difficult
for a young designer to compete in the fashion
field. Olesya acknowledges this, but at the same
time thinks it is still possible. The most important
things are to have a competent PR and marketing
campaign, as well as the incessant desire to be
on top and to work without days off.
Nowadays, apparel designed by Olesya Harebina can be bought in many Moscow boutiques.
The ordering, designing, and tailoring of unique
garments is all done in her studio “Art-Magic,”
in which Olesya also develops the items massproduced under her brand OLHA. A boutique
is planned to be opened soon in her the native
Ulyanovsk, as well as in Zurich, Switzerland.
Olesya considers herself a happy person because she is engaged in her favorite business.
She dreams of having a small dog, triumphing
in Europe, and living in a war-free world that is
bright, pure, and beautiful!
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Olga
Komissarova
Olga Komissarova’s design firm
was established in 1998, after the
Asian market crash, which had a sizeable effect on the Russian economy.
Many banks became bankrupt, the
ruble quickly decreased in value,
and the ruling governments changed
one after another. Nevertheless, one
had to survive somehow. Two girls,
Evgeniya Podarina and Olga Komissarova, became infatuated with the
idea of launching their own sewing
production company. However, they
lacked everything they might need to
start such a venture - a place, equipment, and workers. Therefore the girls
put together a business plan requiring
$250,000, but they were granted only
polite smiles and cups of coffee from
potential investors.
As often happens, the help they
needed came from friends and acquaintances. The news - that Olga,
who had worked as an artist and designer in the Fashion House Paninter, and Evgeniya, who had become
well-known for her PR activities, have
decided to open their own workshop
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- circled Moscow pretty fast. These rumors reached a particularly important
CEO who had long ago furnished one of
his buildings with sewing equipment but
no longer had the time and desire to operate it. He had the space and the equipment, while the girls had the dream and
the energy to work. Thus the beautiful
prospect of having their own workshop
came true.
The beautiful reality, however, did not
last long. Production is a difficult task,
especially in Russia. Problems and time
constraints began to deviate from what
had been planned. In the production
process, the girl’s original ideas changed
and the final product differed from the
initial concept. Fabric does not always
look as good in a piece of clothing as it
does in a sketch, and sometimes seamstresses make defective articles. Naturally, clients do not tolerate such inconsistencies.
Fortunately, Olga’s husband, Anatolii
Podarin, helped to smooth out the business’s problems. He carefully examined
all of the flaws in the production process and decided that the girls needed to
stop being dependant and to start their
own company. This action was carried out quickly and Universal New
Line, LLC was born. Immediately after
its establishment, the first store opened
its doors. The girls filed to register.
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even more stores and displayed its
collections in Russia and France.
In 2003, the Olga Komissarova
Collection became a brand and
a plan was developed to expand
further throughout the Russian region. In 2004, a wholesale showroom was unveiled.
Universal New Line, LLC deals
with the production of women’s
and men’s apparel from initial

a commercial trademark for the Olga
Komissarova Collection. In 2000 the young
company launched its own production line
and presented its first collection in an exhibition entitled National Costume 2000:
History and Present. Afterwards, the girls
inaugurated another boutique and enlarged
their production. In 2002, the chain added
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sketch to retail. The designer’s clothes
are made from natural materials and
carry affordable price labels - this is the
motto of the company. The main fabric
used in the collections is Russian-made
flax, which is developed for Olga’s collections under the observation of the
designer.
Flax has become Olga’s favorite
material because of its flexibility. It
can be rough or soft, while taking on
a gentle female shape, or fixed in a
rigid, almost military outline. The material is easy to alter and can be embroidered or trimmed with lace. For
the production of a collection the designer uses other fabrics as well - there
are wool and wool mixtures, angora,
jersey, tweed, silk, and quality cotton.
The company has developed a unique
fabric mixture - flax with wool, and
“Jeans Flax.”
Nowadays Universal New Line produces ready-to-wear lines of apparel.
The company features design headquarters, an experimental production
place in Moscow, and a wholesale storage. The orders are distributed among
the three sewing and knit-fabric factories. The sale of the production is provided by the company’s stores, which,
in Moscow and Russia, amount to over
seventy, not including the company’s
Internet sales’ outlets.
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The company has produced more than 500 apparel designs since its inception - cozy
sweaters, skirts, pants and shirts, warm coats and parkas, and many accessories. The garments are sewn in accordance with a specially developed size chart that reflects the proportional change in contemporary people.
Every year Universal New Line presents spring/summer and fall/winter collections under the Olga Komissarova Collection brand. The people who buy the apparel are citizens
from big cities: men and women aged sixteen to 45, educated and having an active and
healthy lifestyle, while valuing time and money. These are people who need and want to
look stylish and satisfying in every situation. Wholesale prices start at $20 for a shirt and
$70 for a winter jacket.
The aim of Olga’s apparel is to make accessible clothing and to popularize a healthy
lifestyle. She accentuates this idea in one of her recent collections, “Russian Courchevel,”
which displays a ’70s-style appearance. Slightly infantile, but at the same time elegant and
nostalgic, the collection includes ensembles of turtleneck sweaters and vests, shawl-collars, sports overalls, and ski-themed clothes. The colors are far from monotonous - instead
they include bright pistachio, bright yellow, baby blue, and fuchsia. Also, the clothes bear
an accent of comfort and casualness: zippers.
Presently, Olga worries about the retreat of the world’s biggest importers from the Russian market. To protect their future, the Russian manufacturers need to unite to re-conquer
the market from production abroad. Unfortunately, the label “made in Russia” has not yet
become as popular as “made in Italy.” However, regular, new-generation Russians have
begun to pay great attention to clothing made in their own country because of its quality
and price.
Olga Komissarova graduated in 1994 from the Industrial-Technological High School
in Vitebsk with a Designer-Patternmaker major. In 2003, she successfully completed Vyacheslav Zaitsev’s Fashion Laboratory with a degree in Costume Design. Olga has been
a part of the jury in the contest of professional mastery “Exersis.” More than once she has
been awarded a certificate “for creative ideas and high level of mastery in producing a
collection” and “for active participation in the formation of a consumer market in Russia.”
She is also a member of the Russian Artists’ Union in Paris.
Universal New Line has had extensive experience introducing designer’s brands in the
Russian market. Despite Russian problems - difficulties securing credit for production, the
clumsiness of manufacturers, bureaucracy, rent, and so on - the company has managed to
develop, expand sales, and conquer new dimensions.
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Olga Romina
Despite her young age, designer
Olga Romina left behind a period of
creative searching and in her very first
collection molded a personal, recognizable style that made her popular.
Usually restrained in their color spectrum, her garments are volumetric
and of a composite cut. Having many
buckles and other odd details they can
often be transformed and modified ad
libitum. The combination of their intellectual line with graphic silhouettes
is fascinating. For example, apart from
traditional “double face,” one and
the same jacket can be worn in many
ways, for instance, upside-down, or
with the collar transformed into a
hood or turned down to form two-ply
sleeves. The brand’s philosophy is that
clothes should always be comfy and
functional, notably while the wearer
is traveling, but remaining under any
circumstance stylish and fine.
Olga used to have dyed red hair and
day-glo clothes; now she dresses simply
and puts comfort first. In creating her
collections the designer adheres to the
principle that individuality should be an
essential part of one’s image. Clothes
by Olga Romina can hardly be distinguished as fashion fads; her garments
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would rather form the basis of a usual town-dweller’s wardrobe. “My clothes are for smart and dynamic, successful and
self-sufficient, a bit romantic and yet practical, women who
value time and comfort. No matter what they do - run their
own business or bring up children, they tend to keep their
own individual style and give preference not to garish glow,
but to original details and cut,” Olga says.
However, as if in contrast to clear-cut lines and a strictness of each article in her collection, in her fashion shows
Olga Romina tends to create expressly naïve and cartoonish images which are feminine and romantic at the same
time. “Clothes should be positive, giving lift to the spirits
of the person wearing them and everybody around. With
the help of my collections I’m trying to give rise to positive emotions, because everybody needs them so much
today.” Inspiration for the designer’s creative activity
comes mainly from the impressions she has during journeys (Olga enjoys visiting different cities and countries),
as well as from cartoons, from looking through children’s
photos and threadbare books, even from fairy tales about
teddy bears preparing for a space flight. In order not to
lose her childish ingenuousness of the outer world’s perception and her freedom from stereotypes, Olga creates
her own world around her. One of the things that supports her in this is her rag-doll Pippi Longstocking, presented to the designer by some friends from London who
found resemblance between the doll and Olga.
It would be so nice to lapse into day-dreaming and
to do only creative work, but of course the real world
of business requires the handling of a bulk of everyday
affairs, such as choosing textile suppliers, working out
production techniques and quality control, and directing fashion shows. Being a modeler-designer and brand
manager in the fashion industry by trade, Olga Romina
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as a businesswoman lays special
emphasis on strong management,
choosing the right team and right
strategies. Despite her youth Olga
is already the winner of many Russian professional designer contests;
she also has experience working as
a stylist for TV, designing costumes
for movies, and even creating a designer panel for Motorola phones.
Invariably receiving praise and recognition for her
creative ideas from fashion experts, Olga considers
simple communication with people to be one of the
most important things in her life. This is why before
representing her collection to the public, she shows
it to her close friends first. “I want my clothes to be
appreciated by people whose opinion would be unprofessional and, therefore, open-minded. It’s not a
complicated task to make clothes that could be appreciated by experts, but it is much more difficult to
please the general public,” the designer says.
A mainly pacific mood resides in the brand.
Olga thinks she has no competitors on the catwalk:
“Competition begins only when two people are doing one and the same thing, but that’s impossible
here, as there’s only one Olga Romina. But for all
that I try to find something good in every designer’s
work: This one has a good business organization;
that one makes perfect lines.”
Not every designer recollects his very first creations with pride, but in Olga’s opinion it was her first
collection that brought her luck and predetermined
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the future style of her brand. At the same time, she is ready
to experiment. For instance, in her winter/autumn 2005-2006
collection, Olga emphasized a general image rather than
each separate article of clothing. She was inspired by thoughts
about the planet’s future. Not the technological and industrial future which is depicted in movies, but instead a kinder,
cozier, slightly Utopian future - yet not one without dynamics, technologies, and cosmic romanticism, as if it had been
called to mind by the works of the fantasist and children’s
book author Kir Bulychev. While she tries out different concepts, Olga does not abandon
her tendency to accentuate the
details: An outfit might have a
classic jacket, a fastened sporty
hood, pleated lining, tucks and
stitches, cone-shaped pockets,
or a volumetric collar. Primary
colors of her collection are sky
colors - sky-blue to stormy-grey
- as well as the colors of a sunset
and cosmic black.
The young designer has already presented her collections
at Russian Fashion Week for
several seasons. The Romina
label continues its dynamic
and successful development and is the only Russian label
presented in the biggest Russian show-room, Li-Lu - an official representative of such well-known Italian factories as
Patrizia Pepe, Caractere, Trussardi, Alberta Ferretti, and Pal
Zileri, etc. This is evidence of the label’s competitiveness on
the European level. Clothes by Olga are on sale in the biggest multibrand Moscow shops, including Bosco Di Ciliegi,
Fashion Continent, and Kalinka Stockmann.
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Olga
Soldatova
Olga Soldatova is an avantgarde designer. Her designs are
inspired by the symbols of the
Soviet age during the time of its
greatest flourishing: the years
when the enormous Moscow
subway was built, when majestic buildings were constructed
for future generations, when
the main railways of the Soviet
Union were laid and new horizons discovered. These years
still conjure happy memories for
many Russian citizens, especially those of the older generation.
Olga graduated from the Architecture Institute in Moscow
as an Architect Town-Planner.
She then attended the Belleville
Architecture Academy in Paris.
Eventually she began her creative career as an especially forward-thinking designer in the
early nineties. She derives her
inspiration from architecture,
freely experimenting with form
and easily constructing any
shape. The Russian magazine
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Ohm, considered one of the most
progressive and stylish publications of the time, named Olga.
a Designer of the Year in both
1995 and 1997. Although Olga’s collections have, in recent
years, become more appropriate to and usable in the wearer’s
daily routine, they still carry the
distinctive elements of the designer’s fine style.
Olga traditionally adapts midtwentieth century military and
aviation uniforms, modernizing
them with the incorporation of
corsets, for instance, and decorating them with embroidery
or pearls. One of the designer’s greatest idols is Alexander
Deineka - an artist of the Stalin age who laid the mosaics of
Moscow’s subway, which depicts Soviet symbols like Kreml,
warbirds, and the red stars. Olga
skillfully adopts Deineka’s motives in her t-shirts, bags, ties,
and brooches, using pearls and
beads. Her collections are full
of hand-made items. The fabrics
of her clothes are both natural
and synthetic, felt and leather;
the colors are diverse but always
predominated by the color of the
original military uniform.
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In Soldatova’s collections one sees baggy pants, kneelength socks, keds, skirts with uniform stripes, military
bags, sailor’s striped shirts, military overcoats, and budyonovkas. All of these pieces were referred to as “uniforms” during the poorer Soviet era, but have since been
transformed into cultish emblems of that age - during
which everything had been dictated by the inflexible
bureaucratic government, but simple and easy to understand, and people were encouraged by their anticipation
of a brighter future. An airplane flies in the morning sky,
the sun rises, wheat ripens, peace is everywhere - isn’t
that great?
Charm is added to Olga’s shows by her models, who
are “regular” people of all ages, thereby underlining the
democracy and simplicity of
her clothes. Aside from the
dominating military theme,
most of her garments are extremely feminine and beautiful, as if the designer would like to emphasize that, at times
of war, misery and grief may make people equal, but even
in our worst moments we should be able to enjoy the simple
pleasures of life.
Olga creates her clothes more as art pieces than as simple
components of a wardrobe. Essentially she is an artist who
works not with a canvas and paintbrush but rather with fabrics and forms. In some cases her creations are even impossible to wear, but instead make a statement; they possess
a character or express a certain thought that the designer
would like to share.
In 1990 Olga gave her first solo exhibition: “Russian Architecture in the Tints of Water.” One of the first Russian
artists to appear in the magazine Spoon, Olga still shows her
works in various galleries. She is also the artistic leader of
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many advertising companies and the designer of several
theatrical costumes. In 1998 she was commissioned to
create costumes for the avant-garde show “Love, Hope,
Compassion and Fashion” - compassion and fashion being words that rhyme in Russian, too - which was presented in the circus on Tsvetnoi Boulevard in Moscow.
This was a serious challenge for the designer; certain
specifics had to be taken into consideration: the clothes
had to allow maximum freedom in the performers’ movement and also endure 300 performances.
Another project of Olga’s highlights her tendencies
toward architecture: the creation of an enormous club
with many halls hosting different music, with an adjacent park containing skating rinks and pavilions. The
club was conceived in the
spirit of the Stalin Empire,
in the style of the sanatoria
and hostels built in the ’40s
and ’50s; who, if not Olga,
would be appropriate for
the positions of general contractor and future project manager of such a club?
Juggling her many projects, Olga still manages to finish each on time and without compromising quality. What
is her secret for success? “You should not do unnecessary
things, only those you do best,” she says. The famous designer Paco Rabanne once called Olga a “Designer of the
XXI Century.”
To date, the designer has created over twenty collections
of avant-garde clothing and has received fifteen awards
from the fashion industry. She takes part in many solo and
collective exhibitions and regularly presents her collections
at Russian High Fashion Week.
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Razu Mikhina
Razu Mikhina, the brand founded
by designer Daria Razumikhina, has
become well known both in Russia and
abroad and has provoked a great deal
of interest in the Russian fashion industry. Daria’s clothes are immediately
recognized: classicism is mixed with
eclecticism, Russian is blended with
Oriental flavors, exotic is mixed with
practical, and futurism is mixed with
romance. The designer calls her style
ethnofutusim. Daria principally uses
linen and silk which have been produced natively in Russia. The lace in
her collections is handmade by grandmothers in the ancient city of Vologda,
while her embroideries and ribbons
bear an uncanny resemblance to those
with which Russian noblewomen once
decorated their clothes. “I like thinking
out a new structure and new texture of
fabrics,” says Daria. She achieves different effects, from thin tissues to tapestries, using various combinations of
decorative elements sewn into cloth.
Clothing designed by Daria effects a
festive and positive mood. It also has a
sense of humor. Her clothes are often
called “Russian kitsch,” but in principle this does not correspond with the
truth. Combinations of elements in her
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clothes, although unexpected, always look very stylish, without exceeding the boundaries
of what is allowable. “I practically do not follow fashion. I do what I could wear myself
- clothes that one may put on even after ten years,” says Daria.
Daria is the sole designer, constructor, strategist, and financial director of her enterprise.
She once wasn’t interested in fashion, but she has always been able to draw and sew,
while constantly displaying her natural taste. She has a degree in philology, speaks six foreign languages, and has worked as a newspaper reporter and as an assistant in French and
Spanish television. After the fall of the Soviet Union, the possibility of traveling abroad
was the first step in her transition from reporting into being a fashion enthusiast.
Accordingly, Daria was not afraid to cease her successful career and move to London
with a dream of being among the “forge of geniuses” at St. Martin’s College of Art and Design. Submitting her sketches and tailored dresses, the future designer immediately proved
herself to be a promising talent and was consequently admitted to the school. In order to
afford the expensive tuition, Daria taught Russian to English businessmen, basically creating her own system of teaching and even writing her own textbook.
London became the place where she would realize her creative potential. In January
1999 the designer showed her first collection of sixty pieces without even having finished
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her studies at St. Martin’s. The cost of production was minimal. Daria even covered the
event in the press herself by writing and releasing her own article. The collection received
immediate approval from its audience and the press and almost all of it was sold at once.
Along with this success came for Daria the idea that the Western fashion world was still
lacking something: clothes and fabrics made in Russia. Her next collection was made not
out of Chinese or Italian fabrics, but from tissues, cotton prints, and laces manufactured
in Russia. Later, there were exhibitions in London, Paris, and Milan that expanded Daria’s
success in the West. The new acquaintances she acquired during those exhibitions introduced her to the global system of the industry. With every season the order capacity of her
collections increased threefold, which was both good news and a frightening experience,
since Daria had started from the bottom up and became individually profitable, without
any external financing, and thus had to fulfill all of these orders herself. She alone still
plans all her own marketing, pricing, and manufacturing.
In creating ready-to-wear clothes without exceeding a certain price range, Daria adds couture elements to them. For example, a coat from her last collection was made from seventy
meters of lace and its wholesale price was only $390. Razu Mikhina’s clients are mostly independent and unusual, thinking women - fastidious with clothes, striving not for demonstrative
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luxury but for individuality and taste. Daria’s measure for success is not the good name of the
label, but, most of all, the unconventional appearance of an article. Nowadays, to be dressed
differently from everyone else is already a statement in itself, thinks the designer.
As she considers social parties largely uninteresting, Daria prefers living on her own
terms, individually choosing the closed circle of her friends. She is distinguished by her
very high working ability and a strong character; she considers communication with “incomprehensible people who pretend to be what they are not” a waste of time. “You have
to always be fully aware of your words and actions and to call things with their own
names,” she says. For Daria, her work in the world of fashion is her life. Nevertheless,
bearing in mind that she has a wide range of education, she is always ready to conquer
new worlds: “If I don’t have this job - if people stop buying my clothes - I am going to be
occupied with something else.”
For several years Razu Mikhina has been taking part in haute couture week in Moscow
and in Russian Fashion Week. Her collections have also been presented in the Glenos
showroom in Milan. The designer also makes one-of-a-kind pieces for private customers,
but the basic part of her production is women’s clothing of the prêt-à-porter class, as well
as bags and scarves, hats and gloves, and tights and shoes, all of which are sold in the
most expensive shops in Japan, Italy, Hong Kong, England, and United States.
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Sergey
Efremov
Sergey Efremov is a well-known
fashion designer in Russia. He opened
his artistic workshop in 1998, and in
2003 established the Efremov House
of Fashion. Sergey is a renowned tailor who is obsessed with quality. People say that he often personally checks
the work of his seamstresses and may
require an already finished garment
to be practically re-made if he notices
a slightly uneven stitch - regardless
of how insignificant the imperfection might be. As a great tailor, while
showing pieces from his collections,
he turns them inside-out to demonstrate contently the ideally processed
stitches and beautiful linings. With the
satisfaction of a master, he shows off
appliqué decorations of leather and
exquisite embroidery of mohair and
pearl. The quality of his clothes is omnipresent throughout the seasons.
Sergey is a specialist in the creation
of clothes on all levels. He can basically perform all stages of the production process by himself - starting from
the blank sheet of paper to achieving
the final product. Moreover, he does
not feel rushed or pressed by anyone
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- he is not afraid to be late and does
not pursue success hastily, but rather
prefers to act calmly and precisely.
As Sergey explains: “I have always
loved drawing, but as a child I was
more preoccupied with dancing. I
didn’t used to think about clothes at
all. Once, my parents refused to repair a sweater of mine, which I liked a
lot. I first asked them to do it and then
decided to sew it myself. I made six
sweaters like that - the first one didn’t
resemble anything, and the last one
became even more beautiful than the
original one was. Everything started
from there.”
Later, Sergey attended a secondary
technical school for clothing and then
the Moscow Textile Academy. He also
accumulated experience in the Parisbased design school Studio Bercot,
participated in the young designers’
contest Mittel Moda Premio, in Italy,
and created prêt-à-porter and Grand
Prix collections for Russia’s Week of
Fashion. He has also filled an opening fur workshop, established his own
House of Fashion, and created haute
couture collections, entering into the
Association of High Fashion and prêtà-porter league of Russia. Later in his
career, Sergey became a permanent
participant in the Moscow Week of
Fashion.
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Sergey likes the combination of chic,
simplicity, purity, and, at the same time
the courage of solutions - novelty without epitage. His clothes are characterized by laconism, a seldom encounter
in the collections of Russian designers.
Sergey thinks that, in fashion, the most
complicated thing is to find the border
between common tendencies and your
own imagination, between explosiveness and democracy. Short sport jackets with shorts, gorgeous pleated skirts
and expensive fur coats, tight kimonos
and belts - a fastidious look will always
find elements of eclectic, “modest
Euro-Asian luxury.” Every culture offers
something different: A Japanese suit
will present the purity of decisions and
simple cut, whereas a European piece
will have stylishness and constructive
thinking. The simultaneous penetration
of the East and the West in today’s culture, of course, is not a new phenomenon, but Sergey works as a person who
is “fluent in both languages.” When
creating a collection, the designer concentrates on the different moods of the
hero or heroine as well as the wearer’s
character, lifestyle, and surroundings.
Sometimes, Sergey takes on the role of
a psychologist, as he believes he should
“feel” and empathize with the client.
“In order to get inspired for a collection, to catch the idea, to try to express
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it, it is necessary to be creatively free
and to travel a lot,” says Sergey. “But
when you have your own workshop and
workers, you need to think constantly how to maintain your workers and how
to pay rent and materials, for example:
a lot of routine duties that destroy emotions. I am embarrassed by what I have
behind my back. I am not free. It’s not
like that - you have a workshop and it
works by itself, and the designer simply
creates. Of course, it would be much
better like that... On the other hand,
I love this job, and this is what drives
me forward.” The common impression
left by his clothes is that the designer
possesses deep inner logic and professionalism. He believes that market success is a criterion for the success of a
collection. Sergey does not create art
for art’s sake. When asked if he would
forfeit an idea, if it is unlikely to be successful on the market, he responds that
such ideas simply do not come to his
mind. Furthermore, when creating his
collections, the designer tries to follow
the principle of succession, in order to
make it possible to combine the clothes
from the present season with the ones
from two years ago.
For Sergey Efremov the starting point
in designing clothes is the material. According to him, it is best to search for
a form inside the product. You should
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look for what the material
and your creative intuition
have to tell you. The mind
and hands should work together - only then are the
best things created. This approach to design requires
exquisite precision in the
choice of materials. For his
collections, Sergey purposefully searches and chooses
unique, high-quality materials, which add a specific
individuality and nobility to
his creations. Details such
as seams and ribbons, although barely noticeable,
add dynamics to a garment,
while creating its spirit and
making it extremely interesting and unique. During
the past two years, Sergey
has worked with fur a lot:
“In order to be a master, you
should feel the different materials. I started with jersey,
then I learned textile and,
little by little, got to leather and fur.” This has been
provoked by the fact that
most of his clients order not
only a skirt or a dress, but a
whole wardrobe of clothes
for the season.
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Sergey’s workshop is located in an old derelict area
of Moscow. He has his own,
closed circle of clients. The
appearance of some of
them is accompanied by
the appearance of a team
of bodyguards, surrounding
the building from all possible sides. Nevertheless, his
House of Fashion is more of
a design bureau than an artist’s workshop. Sergey is establishing a factory that will
manufacture his collections
in order to transmit them
throughout the market.
The precise cut, the highquality materials, the spotless
quality - these are the basic
features of both Sergey’s industrial goods and couture
garments. He has been striving to expand the assortment
of clothes manufactured under the brand of his Fashion
House. Recently, a line of
accessories, bags, and shoes
appeared in his collection.
Sergey is an optimist - he
believes that Russian fashion will soon be in high demand nationally, as well as
internationally.
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Sergey Sysoev
The main idea expressed by designer Sergey Sysoev in his collections is a harmonious combination of
finesse and practicality. The material
he enjoys using most is jersey. The
designer is sure that knitted garments
are not only laconic and striking, but
also easily shaped and comfortable,
and thus should form the basis of everyone’s wardrobe.
In his childhood Sergey was one of
the most exigent clients of Moscow
ateliers, and when he was fourteen
years old he began to make clothes
for himself and his family. As an adult
he became even more exacting about
the quality of clothes. His first steps
toward fashion design were to study
dressmaking techniques and then
to acquire designing and sketching
skills. Three years after his graduation from university, Sergey became
the most highly paid Moscow designer and qualified as a men’s tailor of
the highest grade. A short time later
he headed the design department at
a knitting factory. But he didn’t stay
there long; he wanted to implement
his own ideas and set up his own
business. In 1996 Sergey created
the first collection under his own.
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branded logo, and in only a year
became a member of the International Designers Association. In
1999 he established the Sergey Sysoev Design Studio.
Who is Sergey Sysoev’s muse?
What is she like? She is a Woman,
a business lady full of bright ideas,
a strong personality who also owns
her own business. She is self-confident and sporty; she isn’t hesitant
to try a new style, to change her
image, or to follow the latest fashion trends. And the most important
thing about her is that she is short
of time - she has a family, children,
and her business - and so cannot
afford to spend too much of every morning deciding which dress
she’s going to put on. This is why
her wardrobe must be thought out
in detail. Her requirements are dynamism, motion and mobility; this
is why she prefers the stylish yet
practical knitted garments designed
by Sergey.
Sergey’s style is classical elegance with elements of eclecticism
and chic. He doesn’t accept unisex
designs; he creates very individual and feminine garments. At the
same time his dresses, suits, trousers, and pullovers are suitable for
both daily and evening party wear..
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The designer gives high emphasis to the compatibility
of different pieces from his
collections; he considers
this a necessary aspect of
their practicality.
Wherever Sergey presents
his fashion shows, in the
capital or in the provinces,
they are always a success;
the show-room is invariably
overcrowded. Despite the
practicality of his clothes, his
lines are always spectacular
and unforgettable. One day
he’ll turn the catwalk into a
beach, with models strolling between sunbathing machos; another day he’ll make
the catwalk look like his own
boutique, with models going
in and out of “fitting-rooms”
to underscore the reality that
women often try on different
styles and images.
The commercial success
of every piece of clothing
is important for Sergey - “or
what’s the point in creating it?” He is interested not
in creation for the sake of
creation, but in creation for
people. The greatest pleasure for him is to see people
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wearing his clothes on the
street or on TV, or when
the same clients time and
again come to his boutique to buy new garments.
Having model stature himself - his is 6’5” - and also
model proportions, Sergey
wears only his own label’s
clothes, which of course
is a form of advertising.
The “total look by Sysoev”
tends to be an impeccably
fitting suit and pullover of
his own production, rather than an uncomfortable
shirt and tie.
For more than ten years
Sergey has combined his
creative activities with his
business. He is full of ideas, but it’s the production
process that takes the major part of work time. Every
day he has to handle many
affairs having little to do
with creativity - such as
opening a new boutique,
monitoring the delivery of
materials, or paying salaries to his staff.
Being a modest and
self-critical person, Sergey
Sysoev doesn’t like to talk
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too much about his work, and he has only recently begun to consider himself an experienced designer. His friends and his staff say that Sergey is the most composed and easytempered person they have ever known. People respect him for his honesty. Under any
circumstance he remains calm and collected, he chooses not the easiest but the most
optimal way to solve a problem, and he respects other people’s principles and points of
view. These are his credos and they help him to make progress. Sergey’s team consists
of his friends; he deeply appreciates them and acknowledges that they have helped him
to achieve his success. The designer usually combines his leisure with work, as he considers his business to be his hobby.
Sergey is personally involved in the process of knitting fabrics for his collections.
Several hours of his experiments with the knitting machine result in the creation of a
new and unusual material, whether it is a kind of lace or denim-like jersey. He buys
yarn - wool mixture, cotton, bouclé, and mélange - from Russian, German, and Italian
manufacturers.
Sergey’s favorite colors are red, black, and white, but the designer always tries to
diversify not only his color spectrum but also his materials. For instance, in one collection he applied luxurious fur details to garments to make them more feminine; in
another collection he embroidered Leonardo da Vinci sketches on knitted and linen
fabrics and created glamorous, evening-like dresses out of striped, sporty fluorescent
jersey. The secret of Sergey Sysoev’s success is the use of new knitting techniques, such
as a bias cut, or a combination of knitted fabric with raw chiffon, tweed, or Swarovski
crystals.
The most recent Sergey Sysoev innovation is Syosev Home, a line upholding the
tradition of the Fashion House’s quality in the area of interior design. For comfort’s
sake, the designer gives emphasis to details: elegantly embroidered cushions, exquisite
rose-scented sachets decorated with paste by Swarovski (the rose is not only Sergey
Sysoev’s favorite flower, but it also has an aroma of luxury, which helps one to cope
with stress and feel fresher and more positively emotional), and linen coverlets with
romantic ribbons. And Sergey’s embroidered bed-clothes, made of natural fabrics, are
a real work of art.
Fashion shows of prêt-à-porter clothing by Sergey Sysoev can be seen every season
at Moscow Fashion Week. The label produces 1,000 pieces of clothing per month, and
yet Sergey never makes more than fifty garments with a single pattern. Clothes by Sergey
Sysoev are available for sale in his boutique and other stores in Moscow.
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Vyacheslav Zaitsev Fashion Laboratory
1997 marked the beginning of the Fashion Laboratory - a private educational institution
borne of the highly distinguished practitioners in Moscow’s House of Fashion. Its founders are the couturier Slava Zaitsev - a prominent figure in the Russian fashion industry
- and his former students Ljudmila Davydova and Elena Rzhevskaya. Ever since its creation, this establishment has been the only one of its kind in Russia. The distinctiveness of
the Fashion Laboratory stems from the unique personality of its creator, Vyacheslav, an
individual of extraordinary charisma, many creative talents (as a fashion designer, artist,
photographer, and set designer), an intense passion for originality, and a high level of
professionalism. Furthermore, Vyacheslav has constantly displayed his eagerness to share
all of these traits of character and radiate his energy to the public.
The professors who make up the team at the Fashion Laboratory are highly professional
individuals who have exhibited great skills in their fields and always thought similarly in
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their endeavors. Moreover, they are known as very talented teachers who strive to reveal
the hidden individuality of each of their students while promoting the most vivid display
of their students’ creative abilities. These professors’ enthusiasm has been aroused by their
constant desire to educate and their inability to do so in the existing universities’ conditions.
The cumbersome school routine and the lack of funds typical of most Russian universities
have been two hindrances of the ability of students to acquire the necessary level of practical knowledge. As a result, the only consequence of a five-year degree is the ability to draw
sketches well, which is undoubtedly insufficient for becoming a good designer.
In the new institution of the Laboratory there was a novel mission: to prepare well-rounded professionals who are able to understand and master all of the stages in the process of
creating clothing - sketching, draping, cutting, and sewing. Unlike the Western cultures,
where fashion has been shaped into an industry throughout the years, Russia has been unable to establish a well-developed fashion field in which the division of labor can exist and
students can be dedicated to mastering a specific profession. Thus, instead of following a
definite line of work such as patternmaking, marketing strategy, or merchandizing, students
graduating from the Laboratory are encouraged to grasp all of these concepts and become
professionals of many facets and abilities. The teaching methods of the establishment are
based on the proficient theory of the “power of practice.” Located on World Avenue, the
House of Fashion has absorbed an abundance of resources which Vyacheslav Zaitsev uses
as a means of accomplishing the difficult task of shaping his students into the great professionals they need to become. Along with basic classes and subjects there are master classes
that offer the opportunity to interact with real-life professionals from the fashion field and to
participate in extracurricular activities such as designing shoes, formal dresses, and creating
color schemes. In addition, students are able to interact with and gain valuable experience
from graduating seniors of the Laboratory: scholars who have proven their highly creative
skills in design or perhaps have already established a private practice in the field.
The Fashion Laboratory is definitely not an undergraduate institution, but rather a postgraduate educational facility. Therefore, admission into the laboratory is highly competitive and restricted to students who have gained valuable experience in the field or who
have completed a special undergraduate degree. Applicant selection is based on a personal interview and portfolio presentation.
Fittings during tests and exams are held on the top high-fashion models from the Slava
Zaitsev Agency, one of the best in the country. As a result of the education gained at the
preeminent Lab a graduate is able to create a portfolio and handcrafted collections of
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from eleven to twenty fashion looks. Every collection is distinguished by its artistic and
stylistic individuality and adheres to a very high professional standard.
The Fashion Lab is not a part of the state education. Furthermore, the professors at the
Lab have deliberately and consistently discarded the cumbersome routine of the regular
state schools, with their boring and highly general classes and useless state diploma. It is
becoming more and more common for professionals in the field to turn down these state
diplomas and disregard their advantages, if any. Instead, people desire to see and evaluate
real practical knowledge and creative freedom of thought rather than theoretical dogmas,
encapsulated in a framed diploma, together with a painter’s ludicrous attempts at design.
The Fashion Laboratory, on the other hand, offers its graduates a prestigious diploma,
crafted by a special private standard.
Over the last eight years, different people aged from nineteen to fifty and from various parts
of the world have attended the Lab and turned it into the multi-cultural community it currently
is. The Lab has seen talent from all over the world. A lot of these people have already graduated from prestigious universities and embarked on other professional paths. However, many
of them decided to swerve from already-paved ways toward success and enter, with difficult
strides, the bumpy roads of the fashion world. Among these individuals one can find philologists, historians, economists, chemists, and professors, as well as many others who have
realized, at some point in their existence, that their lives are incomplete without the passion
for fashion. Thus, they have fearlessly made a significant change in their routine and become
unified in their devotion to the field, as well as to their creative aspirations and desires.
In recent years, ninety percent of the Lab’s graduates have remained in the fashion field.
Some of them have become professors in fashion disciplines; others have landed in nice
jobs as designers for different companies; still others have been able to apply their skills
and knowledge to the show-business and marketing fields with success. Some students
have even created a personal fashion line with serial or mass production. A few have even
outsourced business into countries including China, Taiwan, and Poland, presenting their
collections in Russia as well as abroad.
Even though the people in the Russian fashion world have always been faced with obstacles such as a lack of resources or funding, high-priced rental properties, red tape and
preposterous taxes, etc., they have managed not only to subsist but also to succeed, due
to their immense love for fashion and their extraordinary zealotry. This can be observed
in the self-fulfillment of many of these people and can be proven by the ever-growing
number of success stories in the field.
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Tasha
Strogaya
Tasha Strogaya is dually talented:
She is both a fashion designer and
a telecaster on two leading Russian
television channels. Tasha graduated from a theatrical art school with
a diploma in the artistry of Theatrical Costume. Later on, she graduated
with honors from the Moscow Academy of Garment Industry. The designer
has achieved a lot in her lifetime so
far: she has participated in the Russian Silhouette and Russian Seasons
in Paris festivals as well as in exhibitions in Strasbourg and Baden-Baden.
Since 2002 she has been a member
of the International Association Union of Designers and the Union of
Artists of Russia. Her collections have
been displayed during Fashion Week
in Moscow and also in St. Petersburg.
Additionally, as stated above, she is
the leader of two popular telecasts:
the first a make-over show entitled
Take that off immediately!, which,
with gentle humor, gives advice to
women who have neglected their
appearance and personal style; the
second is called Handmade, and it
allows Tasha to share the secrets of
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her skill and to devise things that can be made quickly and easily by hand to diversify
a wardrobe.
In Tasha’s opinion, the most important thing for a woman to have is individuality.
Tasha thinks there are many women deprived of external beauty in its usual meaning
- beauty itself, after all, is ephemeral and changeable. But the designer believes that the
aspiration to look like the beautiful girls on magazine covers denies women their natural
beauty and uniqueness. Externally not-so-ideal women might have interesting personalities: they may be successful businesswomen, scientists, artists, or mothers and wives.
Tasha encourages women to be internally emancipated and assured of the originality
they possess - they should be able to create a unique image of themselves and reject
the standard norms of beauty. Each woman should have her own style and outfit and
should not hide her personality but rather emphasize it. Thus, the ideal client for Tasha
is self-sufficient, but able to listen; defensive, but willing to compromise; sophisticated,
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colors, which she believes indicate a person who is self-assured and able to make
compromises; she does not like dilettantes
and small, “sugary” dogs. She particularly
enjoys seeing people wearing her clothes
on the street and takes great pride in having her pieces sold in her own showrooms
as well as in online boutiques. She is at
the head of her big enterprise, supervising
all employees from the seamstresses and

but ready to experiment; and finally: able
to appreciate comfort and convenience.
The designer not only creates seasonal
collections but also caters to private customers. She has a large client base that
includes actresses, businesswomen, and
housewives. Tasha herself is tall and her
body type is not the norm, but she adheres to a very high standard in the selection of her clothes. Her own wardrobe
is filled mostly with clothing pieces from
her own lines. She likes black and brown
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knitters to the finishing executive director. In addition, Tasha has been designing clothes under
her own brand since 2002 and has managed to
self-finance her projects from profits without additional investors.
For one of her latest collections, entitled “Through
the Dust of Time,” Tasha gained inspiration from
an old theatrical dressing room with an abundance
of obsolete, dusty items and stage scenery. The
collection was entirely devoted to people of the
theater - actors and actresses whose glory lies in
the past but whose memories and dreams merge
with the reality of today. The colors of the collection were mainly claret and brick, dark blue and olive, brown and dust-like gray. Additional emphasis
was created by different patterns of loose fabrics
such as velvet, tapestry, suede, chiffon, and bead
decorations, all of which were created by hand. A
leading theme of the show was man’s output and
influence: all of the action swirled around the men
onstage, as though they were the protagonists of it
all, onstage and off. “Spectators will have different associations from what they see - everyone will
connect the show with his or her past experiences
and memories. And I hope that the presentation
left no one impartial or indifferent,” said Tasha.
The immense success of this show has already
generated ideas for future collections, which are
greatly anticipated by Tasha’s clients and admirers.
As for now: Tasha Strogaya’s company continues
to develop, carry out new orders, and constantly
expand its manufacturing volume. Since 2005 Tasha’s collections have been sold in the large, multibrand boutique Trevis Jordan in Moscow.
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Veronika
Lazareva
Veronika Lazareva is a designer
whose exuberant collections have attracted the attention of the press and
audiences during the last few years.
She is not only a talented designer, but
also an entrepreneur, seeing the tasks
in their entirety and simultaneously
paying attention to details. Carefully
choosing her team, Lazareva also creates a marketing strategy. She is assured
that in order for her own business to be
successful, she should not view it on
a micro-scale. A small business is an
integral part of macro-economics, and
you should draw people’s attention
by manufacturing high-quality goods;
that’s simple. “I do not produce a piece
of clothing if I am not a hundred percent sure in its quality,” Veronika states.
Thus, the designer manages to discover
her clients, who come to her fashion
shows and order lines of her clothing to
expand their boutiques’ assortment.
Noticing the lack of connection
between what people wear and what
they would like to wear, Veronika attaches great importance to investigating the market and getting feedback
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second is created for working women, ages
25-35 - these are business suits and coats,
formal and leisure dresses; and the third is
for mature women, characterized by calmer and simpler clothes. Though originally
developed for the middle class, Veronika’s
collections appeal to representatives of the
political, official, and creative elite in Russia, as well as to stage performers, because

from her clients. Every day she administers
quizzes to potential clients, looking for
them among the readers of popular women’s magazines. Her collections are focused
on middle-class women who are trying to
dress with style, but within a modest budget. The designer creates three tendencies:
the first is for young women, but focused
on those who wish to be characterised by
their wit rather than by their clothes; the
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of their practicality and originality. Her
clothing has often appeared in video
clips and in Russian music concerts.
The designer’s collections are characterized by a common classical style.
The main idea is not to create clothes
distinguished by an extravagant cut, but
rather to decorate them with original
details and to use unusual materials for
traditional clothing. As a result of their
classic cut, the clothes are suitable for
everyday use, while also attractive for
their exquisiteness, even in convivial
atmospheres. It is this practicality that
is appreciated by an average Russian
woman - she is happy when a piece
of clothing can be worn both on workdays and holidays, for years in a row.
One of the designer’s successful collections embodies the idea of Shabby
Chic. Though shabby implies cheap,
the materials used are of a good quality - wool bouclé and silk. As for the
cut: Veronika has sensed a common,
worldwide trend over the last few years
- small blouses, cheerful sleeves, and
bias-cut skirts. This plain collection,
characterised by simple, democratic
clothes with a taste of Eastern Exoticism, aims to be appropriate and qualitative, yet not too understated at the
same time. “Luxury should be slightly
muted and a bit negligent,” believes
the designer. At Fashion Week, the col-
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lection was presented by ballet dancers.
Another of Veronika’s collections is
“The Reflections of Light,” characterised
by goffered and pleated dresses and produced from semi-transparent materials in
pastel colors, as if shining from within.
She built this collection on the unfairly
forgotten clothing element of pleats, decorating them with ornaments and lacings
evocative of the Middle Ages. The collection’s theme is sporty-romantic; however
it includes anoraks with Gothic hoods
and trousers with transparent details over
the knees. For the evening gowns, the designer suggests silk in a noble wine color
that should, by all means, be pleated and
multi-layered.
Veronika is sure that Russian women
prefer deep colors in order to be distinguishable and to cheer up the wearer’s
mood against a background of the grey
tones of time, which in Russia dominate
the better part of the year. This is likely
the main reason for her reputation as a
“cheerful” designer.
Currently, Veronika is a member of
the Association of Russian Designers and the Association of Artists at UNESCO. In addition, she has been awarded a first degree Diploma by the Committee of the National Program “Golden Quality Award” for merits in the area of Russian Fashion Industry. Veronika
Lazareva’s Art Atelier has been functioning for more than ten years and has often been
visited by the famous couturier Jean-Louis Scherrer. Besides developing and creating seasonal female and male clothing, Veronika’s company is occupied with the development
of corporate styles for companies and organizations, the decoration of interiors, and the
design and preparation of corporate souvenirs.
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Vladimir V.Q.
The career of the Russian designer
Vladimir V.Q. began in Vancouver
and Milan. While abroad, he dreamed
about having his own business. Thus
the brand-name V. Q. was born and
Vladimir created his emblem, which
is in the shape of a Roman coin, and
in the center of which the letters V.Q.
are positioned, surrounded by his Latin motto: “Vici Qualitat” - “I’ve beaten
quality.” High quality is what distinguishes this designer, and yet the image of a coin suggests the practicality
of real life.
Upon his return to his homeland,
Vladimir worked in the well-known fur
company V&L, whereby Russians saw
his clothing for the first time under this
brand. Vladimir’s first solo collection
was shown in 2001 at Russian Fashion
Week and received high acclaim from
professionals and the press. In October of that year, Vladimir presented his
first collection under his new name.
This collection predetermined the direction of the Fashion House; now and
then, the designer has always tried to
unite single pieces of his collections
into a recognizable style.
According to Vladimir, the direction of his work has to do with genetic
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memory: Before the revolution, his greatgrandfather owned some tailor houses in
Moscow and St. Petersburg and his grandmother worked as a cutter. So in a way,
Vladimir’s work is “back to basics.” The
designer’s favorite fabric is worsted wool
(though he also likes fur), and his favorite
piece of clothing is a classic, dark blue English suit. This is why structured, heavy clothing forms the core of his collections. Airy
silks, Bohemian laces, and embroideries
don’t correspond with the designer’s muse.
Furthermore, more than half of his collections are created for men, because the conservatism of men’s fashion is compatible
with Vladimir’s taste. And yet having such
a limited range of variation in designing the
classic male jacket, Vladimir has never created two suits that look exactly alike.
In Vladimir’s opinion, clothing is simple
and complicated at the same time. It can
easily beautify a person or make him or her
look ugly. In order to feel the harmony in
the proportions of the silhouettes and to
create a complete form, a designer’s sense,
intuition, and perception are necessary. Besides, it is very important to be in harmony
with a certain client’s mood when working
with him personally or with an average client in case of mass production. The designer practically has to be a psychologist. If the
designer’s taste coincides with that of his
clients, it means that they have discovered
one another.
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signing process to me without even seeing it
until the garment is ready to be picked up.”
Following the principle that the best way
to find new clients is by promoting his designs himself, Vladimir wears only clothes
of his own make. “Even though I prefer to
dedicate my best creative ideas to my collections and keep just the leftovers of the
inspiration for myself,” the designer says,.

Initially, individual clients started to come
to the designer after his first collections had
been presented, having seeing them on television or on the runway. “When a person
visits me for the first time, I suggest to him
that I create just one piece of clothing at
first, because it might happen that I am not
his designer and he is not my client,” says
Vladimir. “Some of my regular clients say as
little as that they want a dress or a suit in a
certain color, committing the rest of the de-
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“I am the most capricious and fastidious of all my clients.”
Vladimir V.Q. was the official designer for Russia’s
Miss World 2001 competitor, Irina Kovalenko. A minicollection in a neo-classical style was created especially
for her. The attire was simple, but, at the same time emphasized the girl’s beauty. For her presentations Vladimir
created an impressive blue dress with Swarovski crystals
and a one-piece bathing suit with a chiffon cape and a
big hat. Irina placed among the top ten participants and
received a special award for the best bathing suit.
One of the designer’s more recent collections embodied his dream of creating jewelry: silver details form part
of the clothing.
The designer is also successful in creating costumes
for theatrical performances including The Master and
Margarita by Michail Bulgakov, Orpheus and Eurydice
by Jean Anouilh, and Shoot Bruderschaft, as well as for
the TV series Trajectory of the Butterfly, based on the
novel Trap for Cinderella by Sebastien Japrizot. There
are many actors among Vladimir’s private clients, even
the designer’s workshop is located in the building of the
Russian Academic Junior Theatre. Despite the fact that
the designer is currently creating clothing only for contemporary plays, he dreams of also working on historical
plays, for which, in order to create the costumes, one
needs knowledge not only of the fashion of that time, but
also of the political, cultural, military, and economical
situations.
Currently, Vladimir V.Q. creates collections of prêt-àporter de lux. All of his suits, dresses, knitted garments,
outerwear, shoes, and accessories are manufactured on his
own production premises. For the near future, a program
for expansion of such production is being developed, and
Vladimir plans to open his own boutique soon.
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Yulia
Nikolaeva
The designer Yulia Nikolaeva, who
creates colorful and airy collections,
is regarded as an artist of fashion. The
combinations of colors and fabrics in
her clothes sometimes become extravagant, but, at the same time, they
are deprived of avant-gardism and
are intended for people who wish to
express their creativity without demonstrating outrage. “I create fashion
in order for it to be as interesting as a
game,” says the designer.
The clothing, which is created by
the designer from various fabrics including linen, crepe, satin, and chiffon, is characterized by a certain sensuality, wrapping around the body.
Other characteristic features of Yulia’s
works include a constant search for
archetypal sources and images of the
“wild,” with primal instincts. Her silhouettes soar with graphic beauty. To
achieve this effect the designer uses
a multitude of draperies and folds,
combining them with free cuts, as
well as with classic cuts mixed with
ethnic patterns. Her collections combine many aspects - abstract and
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wearable garments; nude and
dressed bodies; contrast-color solutions, prints and solid fabrics; as
well as thick and very fine fabrics.
The colors the designer uses in her
collections are fresh and cheerful,
as if taken from the canvases of
Impressionists.
In fact one such collection is
highly influenced by the works of
the French painter Paul Gauguin.
The designer intended to inspire,
through her clothing, the image
of splendid islanders, captivating
their perfect simplicity, naiveté,
and particular wisdom. The simple cut gives freedom of motion,
while the romantic clothing, in
presenting the impression of people in paradise, takes its spectators to a secret and exotic corner
of the planet. With her collection
the designer succeeds in waking
up those instincts that have been
suppressed by civilization, in injecting colorful fabrics with even
more life, and in rejuvenating
the lazy atmosphere of a tropical
summer. In addition, a magnificent plethora of flowers and tropical leaves have blossomed on the
background of the basic colors in
the collection - coral and ivory,
as well as red and black.
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In another of Yulia’s collections, which bears the same name as the novel and film
Dangerous Liaisons, a breath of absorbing sex appeal is revealed, bordering on the risqué
and thereby made even more attractive. Moreover, one can visually encounter a slight
irony in the models, as if the artist wants to underline the grotesqueness in her own interpretation of the story. The collection has elements typical for the XVIII century - jacquard
sleeveless jackets which are to be worn over a coat; sloped shoulder cuts, characteristic
of the classic French technique of sewing; an abundance of velvet; shaped-heeled boots
and, to the contrary, flat shoes, decorated with brooches. The whole collection comprises
of three to four color schemes - black, ivory, a little bit of red, and gold, so that the overall effect is not so uniform. The variety of fabrics, including mohair, jacquard and velvet,
is supplemented by double-faced silk and wool, fur, stretch-fabrics, and ribbons, while
flounces and flowers complement the image of that era.
Another collection of Yulia’s has also been inspired by a scandalous novel and film:
Marguerite Duras’ The Lover, filmed by Jean-Jacques Annaud as L’Amant. The enchanting rhythm of the film, in the designer’s opinion, transforms a history of old cinema and
of the Orient, as if looked at from outside, into a story that is poetic and illusory - like
Yulia’s collection.
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Yulia creates her collections with great meticulousness and precision and, rather than
try to shock the spectator with the number of designs, limits herself to a short, but meaningful story. She foregoes the circulation of conventional masterpieces because she does
not want to copy other famous designers. The doors of her workshop are always open
and her clients are specific individuals who are artistic, profound, and highly principled
in their own ways. They are the ones who usually look for a real, creative beginning
in everything, including clothing. “It is not the outfit that gives one confidence - but a
self-confident person is more likely to put on an original design made by an unknown
designer,” believes Yulia. For her clients she often creates designs without even drawing
sketches - she literally works before her clients’ eyes, taking into account every one of
their vocalized wishes.
Yulia graduated from the Department of Industrial Graphics at the Stroganoff School
in 1986. In 1992, during a movie festival in Locarno, she received a special artistry
prize for the movie Hopscotch. That same year marks the beginning of Yulia Nikolaeva’s workshop. In December 1998 and January 1999 she participated in exhibitions of
carnival costumes at the State Central Theatre Museum Barhushin. In May 1999, Yulia,
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the International Artists Federation. Shows
of her collections take place in the DaimlerChrysler salon, in the trendy Moscow
cinema Illusion, in the garden of the Hermitage, as well as in the Central House of
Painters and Red Square. Yulia’s clothing
is made only in single copies and is sold
in her own boutiques. For the future, Yulia
has begun planning the start of a small series that will be sold abroad.

in cooperation with the television show
Tihi Dom (“Quiet house”), worked on a
project for A.S. Pushkin’s 200th anniversary. In April 2000, Nikolaeva created the
costumes for the initial run of a play by
Max Frisch, Biography Game.
Yulia Nikolaeva has also developed
clothing for companies’ presentations,
such as Siemens & Bosch, Nivea, Rochas,
and Mercedes-Benz. She is a member of

